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A. INTRODUCTION
In 1956, Kuiper wrote a study on Greek substratum words which opened a new chapter in
the study of the field. Furnee then wrote a dissertation on the subject (1972), in which he
presented twenty years of research and which is up to now the handbook for the subject. As
Kuiper was also my promotor, I knew the book from the beginning (see my review in Lingua 36,
1975). The short overview which follows here is based on Furnee's material and on my own
research, during thirty years.
Furnee's book met with fierce criticism and was largely neglected. [An exception is R.A.
Brown's Pre-Greek Speech on Crete, 1985.] That was a major mistake. Pre-Greek words often
show variations which are not found in inherited words. It is obvious to study these variations.
That is what Furnee did. It appeared, as Kuiper had shown, that these variations show certain
patterns, so that they can be used to recognize Pre-Greek elements. Two points of criticism on
Furnee are possible. One is that he considered almost all variations as expressive, which is
certainly wrong. It is evident that the variants are due to the adaptation of words of a foreign
language to Greek. We shall see below that in this perspect many variations can be understood.
The second objection to Furnee is that he suggested several etymological connections between
Greek words, as variants of a Pre-Greek word. When several possible variants are used, many
combinations become possible, and here Furnee has gone too far in a number of cases. Here he
made some ingenious suggestion (e.g. ). We can hardly reproach the author in these
cases, however, as he was exploring new ground: it is only to be expected that in such a situation
one goes sometimes too far. Several scholars were baffled by these proposals and so rejected the
whole book. The method, however, was correct; what we have to do, as always in the case of
etymology, is to see which suggestions are probable and which are not. Of course, in many cases
we cannot reach certainty, but this is no objection. On the whole, Furnee's material is indeed
Pre-Greek (a very few cases excepted), and so we have a large corpus of material. His index
gives 4400 words; as many derivatives and variants are given (and a few Indo-European words
that were discussed in the text), I guess that it contains some 1000 Pre-Greek etyma. Also,
Furnee often adduces new material, which is (even now) not mentioned in the etymological
dictionaries (mostly glosses from Hesychius).
I have in general given only a few names, and no material from outside Greece and Asia
Minor. The comparison with Basque or Caucasian languages has not been considered as this is
not my competence; I think it possible that there are such connections, but that must be left to
others. My suggestions for reconstructions are not essential. One may ignore them and just
consider the variations themselves. Often these variations are explained as incidental phenomena
(assimilations, influence of other words, etc.), and such explanations may be correct in some
cases. But if we know which variations frequently occur, we are warned to consider Pre-Greek
origin if we find them. The existing etymological dictionaries often seem to `avoid' the
conclusion that a word is a substratum element. It is remarkable that Chantraine was quite aware
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of the question in his Formation, but has very often withdrawn his - in my view correct evaluation in his dictionary. It seems as if substratum elements were not welcome.
A question that is a real problem, is that a word is often called a loan from an Anatolian
language, while it may be just as well be a word from the substratum in Greece. It is generally
accepted, on the basis of the place names, that the same language was once spoken in Greece and
in (western) Asia Minor. [A point for further study is to establish how far to the east such related
names are found. It is my impression that such forms are found in the south as far as Cilicia. See
F.] But it is mostly impossible to distinguish between substratum words and - (mostly) later loans from Asia Minor. A word may have been taken over through commerce etc., as happens
between two neighbouring countries, or since the time when Greeks settled in Asia Minor, which
happened probably as early as in the 14th century. I think that, from a methodological point, it is
better to consider such words as Pre-Greek, and only to take them as - normal - loan words when
there is reason to do so, but it is clear that here we may often make mistakes. A good example is
`clew, ball of wool ready for spinning'. The word is clearly related with Luw., Hitt.
talupa/i- `lump, clod'. The Greek word is typical for Pre-Greek words: CaC-up- (with a = o
before u); there is no IE etymology (Melchert, Orpheus 8 (1998) 47-51 does not convince). So it
is Pre-Greek / Anatolian. Also, `clew...' is not a word that you bring home from overseas; it is an
everyday word, which the Greeks took up at home. I completely agree with Furnee's
interpretation (35 n. 33) that the word was brought to Greece by the settlers from Anatolia who
brought their language, which, from another perspective, we call Pre-Greek to Greece. So it is a
loan fron an Anatolian language, but from the one that was also spoken in Greece before the
Indo-European speaking Greeks arrived there.
The essential point is that it should be recognized that substratum words are a frequent
phenomenon. One may regret this, for example because Indo-European words can be much
better explained, but this is irrelevant; it is simply a fact that has to be accepted. My approach is
rather that it is fascinating that in this way we can learn something about the old languages of
Anatolia, and of the role of Anatolia in early history. And, of course, it is part of the oldest
history of Greece.
As to `Pelasgian' and related theories which assume an Indo-European substratum in
Greece, these theories have failed, and I no longer mention them (in my etymological
dictionary). The theory has been extensively discussed by Furnee (37-68). `Pelasgian' has done
much harm, and it is time to definitely reject it. The latest attempt was Heubeck's `MinoischMykenische' (discussed by Furnee 55- 66), where the material was reduced to some ten words;
the theory has been tacitly abandoned, I think. (Another matter is the problem of ~ / and
the -, for which Ruijgh assumes an Indo-European para-stratum. Here the evidence seems so
clear that an explanation of this kind may have to be assumed.)
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B. PHONOLOGY
1. The phonemic system of Pre-Greek
The consonants.
The fact that voiced, voiceless and aspirated stops interchange shows that voice and aspiration
were not distinctive in Pre-Greek. On the other hand, the Mycenaean signs for rjo, rja and tja
show that palatalization probably was. This is confirmed by the sign pte which will go back on
pye. (In our material cf. . I wonder whether points to py > pt but then realized
with aspiration.) Further, the signs two, twe, dwo, dwe, nwa, swa, swi point to labialization as a
distinctive feature, i.e.: tʷo, tʷe, dʷo, dʷe, nʷa, sʷa, sʷi. Note that palatal and labial forms are
found with resonants and stops. The existence of labio-velars is confirmed by qasireu ,
etc. (See further Beekes, Glotta 73 (1995/6) 12f.) This results in a system:
p
t
k
s
r
l
m
n

py
ty
ky
sy
ry
ly
my
ny

pʷ
tʷ
kʷ
sʷ
rʷ
lʷ
mʷ
nʷ

Of course, it is possible that one or more of the supposed phonemes did not occur (e.g. my: a
palatalized m is a rare sound).
We can now use this insight in explaining forms. Thus, - ()- can now be
explained as dakʷn-, in the first form giving a labial (this time aspirated), , in the other being
rendered by -- with anticipation of the labial feature, while the velar remains a velar. Then we
can understand - Lesb. from *ankʷen; the latter form is directly understandable
(with from the labio-velar); the first went through *anʷken (or *aʷnken) giving (with
loss of the nasal, a development known from Armenian). Perhaps also possible is *akʷen >
with prenasalized *ankʷen > . Such interpretations may in individual cases be
wrong, but that is no reason not to try it. On the other hand strange variations become
understandable if we start from a limited set of assumptions.
The palatalized phonemes may explain other developments. Thus I wonder whether
might continue ly; we know that IE *ly gave in Greek. Thus in Achilleus. [Chantraine's
treament of this name is characteristically averting; and in the Addenda (CEG 4) this is not
corrected.] Note also that Achileus with one occurs only in Homer. This may show that earlier
the variation was greater; as is only to be expected. In a similar fashion any may have given ,
and ary , and also(with colouring of the vowel; see on the suffix). This is confirmed by
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the fact that double is very frequent (Fur. 387: "Dutzende von apellativische Beispiele"),
whereas double , and are much less frequent or rare. The idea is nicely confirmed if Hitt.
Appaliunas is the forebear of Apollo (Beekes, JANER 2, 2003). Also we have --, -- but no
*--. Thus asy may have given , cf. , which has a v.l. .In rendering
such a foreign word, the palatalization may one time have been represented, another time have
been neglected. This is a phenomenon we often find. It was the main cause of the variations in
Pre-Greek forms. The interpretation is further confirmed by the parallel development of
labialized consonants. Thus I suppose that arʷ resulted in (s. the suffix). In this way, we
may understand ~(beside --) as kalarʷ-op-. Another form which shows the
remarkable interchange /is - . Here one might assume *arʷask-at-.
Note that the labial element would at the same time explain the o as a variant of a. I think that
this gives the solution for the hopeless etymon , , , -. I assume
*alʷ-ak-. It gives - through anticipation, - through colouring; thus the first two
forms, which are best attested, are directly clear. Further //interchange frequently. Also
- is nowunproblematic: both 's are coloured to [] by the labio-velar. [Homeric acc.
-is hopeless; it is the only form which has no vowel between and, and therefore may
be due to some accident of the tradition; does it stand for *'(), *'()? Or is it < *- with syncope?]
I do not know whether in suffixes of the structure VC a diphthong is allowed. Cf. the
forms in -. Otherwise one might think of -ayʷ-, or even -awy-, but such sounds are rather
rare in the languages of the world. Cf. ---, if it should be thus analysed (for -- cf.
T, ). An instance of -- due to a palatal consonant may be - (a brilliant combination by Furnee 158 etc.), which may contain -apy- (the
palatalization was ignored in the last form). (Comparable to the development in the second word
is - , from kyn-? with < before in ~?)
There is evidence for an affricate, somewhat like [ts]; I shall note it with /c/. See on the
variations 5.5 (esp. on the forms of Asklepios). We may suspect a series c, cy, cʷ.
There may have been a sound like the Hittite ḫ. It may have been present in a cluster ḫs,
which was represented by . See B 5.5. But I do not see what it may have become in another
position.
The language probably had a y and a w. Initial ya- will often have lost its y-, but it may
sometimes be represented by - as in , (?, long a) [but ( ) from
iwaso-, with long i]. The ending -may have been -uy-a (a Pre-Greek y may have had a
different development from inherited y.) In the same way, -< *-ay-a? with a variant
-(note that there is no -). Cf. , . Perhaps the y disappeared in
some cases, giving ~: ~ (see on the suffix --/-()-).
Initial *w may often have been lost (). But wa- may also have been rendered by -,
as in , Cret. . Thus also (which has been considered as identical with the
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root of I). We find - (which became automatically -) in , Cret. .
[Furnee 377 assumes a prothetic - in the latter word, which seems improbable to me. See on $3
on prothetic vowels. ] Thus perhaps also /. The differences will be due to the time when
the loan was borrowed, and whether the Greek dialect still had a u at that time; many possibilities
arise in this way. - Still another treatment we see in the word for `truffle', for which we find
, (--), (--), or . I think that these are all renderings of *wit-. [Again
Furnee 184 assumes a prothetic vowel, - / -, which does not seem to be the right solution.
He further assumes a variation *wit- / wut-, which seems also impobable to me, though the
variation /is attested.] Rather - is a form of -, with the -o- changed under influence of the
--; cf. Lejeune, Phonet. 174 with n. 2; note that Greek did not allow -- before consonants; of
course became in Boeotian in the third century B.C.; variation /is found more often in
Pre-Greek words. The case nicely shows that the variations in Pre-Greek words are tentative
renderings of the sounds of a foreign language, and therefore have to be taken seriously.
H. probably shows a development *wrak- > - [as Fur. 147 remarks on
~"Die landlaufige Etymologie <connecting> ... ist wohl ohne weiteres
aufzugeben."] . (`sorb-apple') continues *sorw- (Lat. sorbus, Fr.
sorbier; Fur. 230).
Initial aspiration
It seems as if there was no initial aspiration. Furnee has a few words with -, - (one or two with
-; none with -, -, -). Several are doubtful; best is (). One might conclude
that the language had no h. This would agree with the fact that aspiration is not a distinctive
feature in the stops. - The result is remarkable for , and (but note
that Myc. apaitio does not have ha-). Of course aspiration can have been added secondarily in
Greek. Cf. the variation in  / and  / which is a variant of
. But Prof. Ruijgh points out to me that Mycenaean had place names (haratua) and
personal names (hakumijo) with initial h-; it occurs also in inlaut (pihala, korihadana); cf. further
emaa2 (/Hermahas/ `Hermes') .
The vowels.
I think that this language had only three vowels, a, i, u. The Greek words have very often
and , but this would not be surprising: the three vowels have a wide phonetic range, and the
phoneme /a/, e.g., may often have sounded as [e] or [o]. What makes me think so is in the first
place the fact that the suffix-system has a, i, u, but not e, o. E.g. we have , , ; , ,
;and , , ; , , ,but no forms with (), () etc. (I saw ; and
, but as a variant of , and with a variant ().) This cannot
be due to chance. The idea is confirmed by the fact that variations /and /are (both) very
frequent (while /hardly occurs). It agrees with the fact that the prothetic vowel is only a- (B
3.). Essential is that the palatalized and labialized consonants coloured an adjacent to and
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respectively. On the effects of palatalized consonants see Beekes, FS Kortlandt. - Furnee (340)
has a rule > before , , ( / ); this can now be understood as the o-like
realization of /a/ before high rounded vowels in the following syllable (see 15.3.2).
A fourth vowel? If I skip and, only few vowels remain. And though there are only
few words with an , this make me think that there was perhaps have existed another vowel (that
can explain a number of apparent 's). I start from the form , where we find the
following variants (Fur. 214, 255f): , , , , -,
, , . The form with - can be easily understood as influenced by
IE ()- `red'. The variants with /and /are typical for Pre-Greek, so there can be no
doubt that the word is Pre-Greek. Remarkable in these forms is the sequence -, which is so
frequent that it can hardly be an incidental mistake. (The long too points to a Pre-Greek word.)
Also we have in this case twice an . I suggest that the word had originally twice an ə. A vowel
system with, beside a, i, u, an ə seems quite possible. I have considered the possibility that the r
was originally vocalic, but in that case one would rather expect ()in Greek. Also an ə is
mid-high, and could therefore well be rendered as an .
Vowel length
I have long doubted that there was phonemic length of cowels in Pre-Greek. Greek quite often
has only a form with a long vowel, but this can be due to the fact that in Greek length is
distinctive: a vowel must be long or short, interchange is (normally) not tolerated. Vacillation is
found, as in - ~(see 6.2). Cf. - , (though this could be
explained differently). A quite different argument is the following. and both
mean `chaff'; it is therefore probable that they contain the same suffix --; but in the first word
the u is short, in the second long.
This idea seemed confirmed by the fact that it explain would the ~-rule of Greek
accentuation. Thenominatives in -, -are properispomenon (if possible), though the suffix
has a long vowel elsewhere, e.g. . If there was no distinctive length, the phonetic length
was determined by other factors, e.g. short before two consonants, long(er) before a single
consonant (as we find also in the Germanic substratum words). It agrees with the fact that the
suffixes -, -- were of Pre-Greek origin. (We don't have it with -, perhaps because i and u
are shorter than a. Also we find hesitation between long and short vowel in Pre-Greek words
more often with i and u than with other vowels; see 6.2.)
A difficulty may seem the names in -(); they may continue *au (cf. , Hitt.
talawa-). I suggest that the diphthong was contracted early, whereby the u/u disappeared. For
-(from *-) one would also posit *au. That /a/ was realized / heard as [e, e] is no problem.
[The length may come from prevocalic *au. The e-colour may partly come from a preceding
palatalized consonant (', '?)]. (Are we allowed to compare  > Ion.-Att. ?)
For the feminine in -Myc. -eja I agree with Ruijgh, Etudes $ 212, that it is an independent
Pre-Greek suffix, cf. , . In the FS Kortlandt I proposed some ways to
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explain the e-vocalism: by assuming a preceding palatal. cons, through which the following a
became e; or by a suffix -ay-u- which became -ey-u- > -(--; or byasuffix -awy- which
became -- > --. But these solutions cannot be demonstrated. It is better to abandon the
view that Pre-Greek had only a, i, u (and no e, o). EWe have to accep a suffix -eu- in -.
Suffixes often have a long vowel (--, --, -()-): they are often found in the
pre-final syllable, standing before one consonant; were they stressed? I counted long 's in
Furmee's index, which gave only 13 instances; anyhow this asks for an explanation. Note that an
often represents  (/ -), and as our knowledgeof the relevant dialects is rather
limited, we often simply do not know whether is an old a or e. If we did not have ,we
would not know that it is an old a. Few people know that ~represents ~. Note
. Note the suffixes --, --. Well known words with = e: . So it seems
impossible to deny vowellength as a distinctive feature.
Diphthongs.
I assume two diphthongs, ai and au. If there were no e and o, other diphthongs are not to
be expected. A diphthong is rare (Fur. 353 A5; I found some 12 instances in all of his
material); it interchanges with . Furnee (339 A2) calls "(in mehreren Fallen) nur eine
Nebenform von ". is also rather rare; we find perhaps more often, but interchanging with
other vowels (see the remark on the suffix --). See on the variants of the vowels (B 6.1). 
Accentuation.
I noted hesitation in:  / -,  / -,  / -,  / ,
/ , / , / ,  / ,
 / . Note also near-identical forms like / . This may not
mean that the language had no clear stress; it may just be that the Greeks who took a word over
were not always sure about the stress. But the phenomenon may be important heuristically:
inherited words only seldom show such variation.

2. Characteristic sound(group)s
In Pre-Greek words we find some sounds or clusters that are rare in PIE words. The words may
be checked in Furnee. (In brackets I give variants.)
1. 
Of course, occurs in PIE words, but only when it derives from *h2eu (mostly in initial
position) or eh2u (which is rare).
Exx. ~, , , , , ; .
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2. 
As is well known, *b was rare in PIE. In Pre-Gr. words it seems to occur relatively more often.
Exx. , , , , , , , ,
, , ,
It is often found word initially. - We know that may also go back to a Pre-Greek `labio-velar'
(labialized velar): < Myc. qasireu.
3. 
he cluster is possible in PIE words, but it is rare; see on .
Exx. , , , , -, , , ,
; . [But continues -wd-; see now Melchert 20?? .]
4. 
Cf. Fur. 318 n. 5. There is nothing against PIE gd, but it is infrequent. Of course, the group is
reminiscent of .
Exx. , , (cf. ), , , , .
5. 
Exx. (). - On, see on the suffixes.
6. 
The sequence is rare in IE words, where it can only arise at a morpheme boundary.
Exx. , , , (-), . '.
7. 
The group is regular in PIE, but in Pre-Gr. it is found with variants; see B5.5.
Exx. , , .
8. 
The group can hardly be of IE origin, but it is not frequent. I noted: , , ,
; , , . -is the geminate of . Cf. on , . 
9. 
The group is quite possible in PIE words, but it is frequent in Pre-Greek.
Exx. -, , , , (Beekes), , ,
, , , , , ; ', .
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10. 
he diphthong is of course perfectly IE (but not in suffixes), but it is found several times in
Pre-Greek. I think Pre-Greek did not have a diphtong -ou-, but it may have arisen in -arw- which
(often) became [--].
Exx. , , , , ~, , (/),
~, .
11. 
The group can hardly be of PIE origin, but it is rare in Pre-Greek words too. Like it is the
geminate of .
Exx. (?); ().
12. 
On a morpheme boundary the group is possible in PIE.
Exx. , -~, .
13. 
A rare group. Perhaps there is no reason to speak of a group.
Exx. , .
14. (, )
Exx. (--), (-), See on the suffixes.
15. An occurs both word-initially and between vowels, where is has disappeared in inherited
words. (Of course, in a few cases Greek got a new .)
Init.: , , , , , ~, , ,
, 
Intervoc.: , (-), (), , , ,
(--), , , , (), , , ,
.
After resonant: , , , , /
16. 
The group is hardly known from inherited words (is problematic).
Exx. , ,
. -- may continue Pre-Gr. -sgʷ-: Myc. tiqajo may be
/thisgʷaios/ ~.
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17. 
Again this group is hardly known from IE words. It may sometimes continue -cg-, as in
, '(see5.5).
Exx. , , , , , . 
18. , 
These groups are well known from IE, but mostly in word initial position. See on B 5.5.
Exx. , , , ~.
19. 
Though the cluster contains nothing that could not be IE, it occurs more often in substr. words
(?).
Exx. , 
20. 
The group can hardly be of PIE origin. In Pre-Greek, it is a variant of and (see 5.5). It is
sometimes clearly the geminate of : ': '.
Exx. , . 
21. 
The cluster is possible in inherited words.
Exx. .
22. , 
Rather rare in IE; Fur. 110 assumes that the nasal caused the aspiration.
Exx. , -, .
23. 
The is of course perfectly IE, but occurrence of *o was very restricted. Otherwise, it must
represent vowel + laryngeal (eh3, oH) which are only possible in certain circumstances.
Exx. ~, , , , , , ,
, , , ~, , , , ,
, , (), ,  
24. geminates
See also B 5.8 on single / gemin.
Indo-European had no geminates. Of course, there arose geminates in Greek, but they are not
very frequent. I doubt whether Pre-Greek had geminates, but several occur in Pre-Gr. words. (I
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compare e.g. Brixhe, Dialecte grec de Pamphylie, 1976, 95, that there were no geminates in this
language.)
As Pre-Greek had palatalized phonemes, I wonder whether l' was (often) represented by in
Greek. And then perhaps also n' as , r' as . For and see B 5.5. Unclear , , , and
(palatal m' is a rare sound).
I note some exx.
Stops : , , - : , , (?) - : ,  - :
, , , , , ; . We must also recall the
instances of , , (above).
Liquids : , , ,, , , ,
, - : , - : , , , ; , - :
, , , 
Sibilants : (), , .


3. Prothetic vowel
The definition is `initial vowel that is present or absent in (nearly) identical forms'; for
we cannot say whether the vowel disappeared or was added under certain circumstances. Still
another possibility is that it represents a kind of laryngeal sound, that was sometimes heard as a
vowel and and sometimes not. The vowel is in most cases an -. The numbers by Fur. 368ff. are
as follows:
+ 90, 10, 5, 3, 0, 6, 2.
(For I have excluded  and , for I have excluded , which is a cry,
and which may have has *aily-.) Note that - in general - varies with , , . Indeed we have
cases where proth.  varies with ; also for (- : -, : ). The interchanges
three times with . interchanges once with , once with . Though not all other cases can be
removed, it is clear that the phenomenon regards, originally, only - which agrees with my
assumption that the language had no e and o.
Exx. : , : , :, :
~, : , : (), : .
4. s mobile
A large number of words shows an initial s- before consonant, which is absent in nearly
identical forms. It occurs before stop or m (so not before r, l, n); the stop is mostly voiceless,
sometimes aspirated.Fur. 390f.
Exx. / , (); : ; ()(); : -;
: -; : -; () : ; ~: ~;
(); ().
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A prothetic vowel may appear before an - mobile (Fur. 390 n. 8): :
: ; : : ; : .
(Uncertain is: : .)
5. Variations: consonants
5.1. Voiceless/voiced/aspirated stop
This is the most frequent phenomenon. Furnee devotes a hundred pages to it (101-200).
Examples: - / ; / ; / ; /
; / ; / ; / ; ()/ ;
/ ; ~- / ; / ; / ;
/ ; / ; ~/ ; / ;
/ ; / ; / ; / ;
/ ;, / ; / ; - / -; /
; / -.
5.2. Prenasalization
Before a stop a nasal may appear. This `prenasalization' is one of the most typical
phenomena of Pre-Greek, and it is found very frequently.
Exx. Fur. 267-291. / ; / ; ~/ ;
/ ; () / ; / ; -/
(); / ; / ; / ;
/ ; / ; / .
Often the nasal is followed by the voiced variant of the stop (Fur. 271 n. 16), but an aspirate is
also often found (cf. -). [Prof. Melchert notes that in western Anatolian voiceless stop
became voiced after nasal, which could be due to substratum influence.] This was the reason that
a sound law aspirate > voiced after nasal was assumed for (inherited) words in Greek
(Schwyzer333), which is incorrect.
A prothetic vowel (above B 3.) and reduplication (section C 1.) create the possibility for
prenasaliazation; examples are given at the places indicated.
5.3. Nasalization
Nasalization is called the process whereby a stop is replaced by the nasal of its series, i.e.
a dental by n, a labial by m. In the case of the velars, there is the problem that Greek had no sign
for a velar nasal; the Greek spelling in this case could not distinguish between nasalization and
prenasalization. The case of the labials (/etc.) is discussed in the next section. The
phenomenon is less frequent than prenasalization.
Examples for the dentals are (Kuiper 216; Furnee does not discuss the phenomenon):
() / ; / ; / (~); /
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; ~/ .
5.4. Labials, m and u
There are three interchanges: labial stop / , labial stop / and /.
Labial stop / . The variation is a case of nasalization discussed above (5.3). Fur.
203-227. The stop is mostly .
Exx.  / (n. pl.);  / ;  / ;  /
;  / ;  / ;  / ;  / ;
 / ; ~ / ~;  / ;  / (acc. sg.);
 / ;  / .
Labial stop / . Fur. 228-242.
Exx. ,  / ~;  / ;  / ;  /
~;  / ~(?);  / .
The variation /. Fur. 242-247. A difficulty here is, of course, that Greek mostly did not
preserve a , so that we often just find zero and the must be reconstructed, which gives
uncertainties. - In this case we must perhaps reckon with a development u > b. (On ,
Myc. moriwodo see above).
Exx. - / -;  / ;  / ;  /
(). The evidence comprises 8 or 9 words in -. It is found six times word
initially: ~ / ;  / ; note  / (), where the latter
forms could continue *-, *-. Note further  / < *--,
*--. A few other instances are less clear.
5.5 Stops varying with () or stop + , 
This kind of variation is quite complicated. I distinguished no less than 11 (or even 16) different
types. They may be presented as follows (C = consonant):

1. C/Ct
2. C/Cs
3. C/sC
4. Ct/Cs
5. Ct/sC
6. Cs/sC
7. Cs/ss
8. sC/ss
8c. C/ss


a. labials b. velars
//
/
(/) /
//
/
(/) (/)
/
/
/
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dentals
9. t/ss
/
10. t/st
/
11. ss/st
/

Interpretation. We are not concerned with stops simply extended with an s or t, as this would
(mostly) not have led to variants; also extension with an s or a t, in further identical forms, would
be linguistically quite strange. Also the fact that mostly exactly an s or a t is involved is a fact
that must be explained.
The most complicated instance is 5., where we find /. As one might expect, the most
complicated phenomenon gives the most information and can be best solved. One expects in this
case a cluster with k, i.e. a consonant before or after the k; one of the two resulting clusters will
then have had metathesis. As Greek had metathesis > (and no metathesis of or), we
may assume that this worked here too. Thus we reconstruct for an earlier stage an interchange
/. And this interchange can be easily explained by assuming a consonant, probably
unknown to Greek, which resulted either in or in . This is of course a palatalized dental, i.e. a
sound like [ty]. E.g.  / will have been *amutygala, represented in the first
instance as *amusgala or *amudgala, the latter giving *amugdala. Thus Asklepios was called
'()or 'A(). I propose that he name was *Atyklap-, giving *A(i)sklap- or
*A(i)dglap-; in the latter form metathesis did not operate because *Agdlap- was not tolerated in
Greek. Of course, often we will find only one variant. The strange feature or phoneme may also
be dismissed altogether, as in ~beside  and .
Now one might suppose that all variants in this group are due to a palatalize dental, but
this seems less probable to me, as consonant clusters are rather rare, and notably as there are no
suffixes beginning with a consonant (except n, r etc.). Of course, we may not be able to identify
in each case what happened exactly. I will shortly review the 11 (16) types (I call the labials 1a
etc., the velars 1b etc.).
1a. may represent a single phoneme py, as we saw in B 1.
Exx. (Fur. 315ff): - / - (-);  / ;  / ;
 / ; without variants note , ~. (We saw that  /
is irrelevant.)
1b. is most probably explained like 5b, discussed above (so 1b is a part of 5b).
Exx. (Fur. 319ff):  / ;  / ;  / ;  /
.
2a. may result from *pty. (It is remarkable that there is no 2b. /, as is
unproblematic in Greek.)
Exx. (Fur. 324ff):  / ();  / (?);  / ;
~ / .
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3a, b. (/, /) Both can come from *typ, tyk.
Exx. (Fur. 292 n. 2):  / .
(Fur. 295ff.):  / ;  / ;  / (); ~ / ;
 / .
4a, b. /and /can continue *pty, kty and belong together with 2a, b.
Exx. (Fur. 263 A3):  / , (Fur. 318, 324):  / .
(Fur. 263 A3):  / .
5b was discussed above. Note that it is no surprise that there is no *(5a.), as there is no
regular metathesis *tp > pt in Greek; from *tp the t may have been simply lost. [However, a
metathesis tp > pt may have operated in .]
Exx. (Fur. 301 A2):  / ; (Fur. 279, 319):  / ().
6a, b. (/, /). Furnee (393) simply considered the interchange as due to metathesis,
which is of course possible. *sp, *sk can represent *typ, tyk.
Exx. (Fur. 393):  / ; ~ / .
Exx. (Fur. 393):  / ~; ~ / .
7b. /. If represents *kty, the k may have disappeared in other cases (which did not
give ) after which *ty became .
Exx. (Fur. 130 n. 59):  / ; (Fur. 317):  / ; (Fur. 286 n. 72): ,
 / ;  / (, );  / .
8b. / can be explained parallel to 7b: *tyk > , or with loss of the k, *ty > .
Exx. (Fur. 300):  / .
I added 8c. for = . We have - (with prenasal.) / -, and I
suppose that it had a *ty .
9. /. This is the well-known element that gave /. Furnee does not dicuss it under
that heading, because his system is to dicuss one phoneme (`letter') and its variants; thus he
discusses /under /. Also the situation is different as here we have a distribution among
the Greek dialects. This is the only time, I think, where we can attribute the different renderings
of these loan words to Greek dialects. But the fact that a foreign element was rendered in
different ways is the same as with all other phenomena we discussed. Furnee has the heading
(253) , , / (), ; I think it can better be stated as (, ), () / (), , i.e. with its
usual variants , ; or the geminated (with its expected variant , which is the Greek form of
geminated ) interchanging with or ; if the was [sd] it does not fit in well.As to its
interpretation, it could represent single *ty, which was rendered  or , or single , ( the
variant would then fit in, but one would also expect a variant ). [Here again, however, it is
difficult to decide between *c ?? or *ky or *ty.]
Exx. (Fur. 253ff):  / ,  / ,  / , ~ /
~,  / ,  / , ~ / .
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10. /may be from *tyt giving , or with loss of the t, *ty > .
Exx. (Fur. 301ff):  / [does this point to a cʷ?];  /
;  / ;  / .
11. ()/can be *tyt > st, or with loss of the t, *ty > .
Exx. (Fur. 304 1, 329):  / .
As we saw it is very difficult in each case to indicate exactly what happened; on the other
hand it is clear that with few assumptions probably all variations can be understood.
5.6 Velar/labial/dental: labio-velars
There is limited evidence for variation velar and labial, velar and dental, and between labial and
dental; and between all three classes (Fur. 388ff.). We find:
/,/, / 
/////
/
///
It is remarkable that mostly the variants agree in voice/aspiration (this shows that there is a large
degree of regularity in these variations).
Exx. /:  / ; /: / ;  / ;  / .
/:  / ; /:  / .
/:  / ; /:  / ;/:  / .
//:  /  / ;
It is tempting to assume labio-velars in these cases, but some cases may have a different origin
(/ could be just dissimilation in the first word). On the existence of
labio-velars see above on the phonemic system.

5.7 Dentals / liquids
There are some instances of variation between dentals (including n) and liquids (l, r), and
between liquids. These variations are incidental. We find:
1. , , , /; 2. , /and also 3. /
1. Exx. (Fur. 387f.). /: / (330 . 27);  / ; ' /
'. Cf. Myc. gen. dapu2ritojo /daburinthojo/ - ;  / Myc.
kadamita.
[/and the fact that Mycenaean has signs for la, le, li etc., which Lejeune explained by
assuming a specific, unusual sound d, might point to a dental fricative, .]
/:  / ; /:  / .
2. /:  / . /: ~ / ~.
3. /:  / ,  / , ~ / ~.
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5.8 Simple / geminate
Beside a few isolated cases we find this interchange in /but notably in /. On /and
/see above 5.5. Fur. 386f.
Exx. /: () / (),  / . Note the suffix --.
/: (),  / ,  / (dat. pl.),  / (so this
will be -alya-).
Note ~(), / .
Note the case of (') - '- '.
5.9 -/ zero
We discussed / zero before consonant, under `s mobile', above section B 4.
An -s- from Pre-Greek is normally maintained. The only instance where it may have
disappeared I know of is (Fur. 241) , / (-,-, -);
/ ; / Cypr. ; / . Perhaps beside
belongs here. Another instance seems , which is cognate with Lat. pirum which
points to -pis-. [Prof. Ruijgh points to -< *-, cf. .]
5.10 K-, T- / zero
There are instances where a velar or a dental may be absent in initial position (Fur. 391, and 131
n. 59). Dentals may also be absent in inlaut.
Exx.  / zero:  / ,  / ,  / ,  /
.
 / zero:  / but this form may be a late development).
As an explanation one could think here of a uvular, q.
 / zero:  / ,  / ,  / (with );
 / zero:  / (-).
Loss of the dental in inlaut:  / ,  / ,  / .(This is
reminiscent of Dutch neder > neer etc, which was a normal sound law.)
5.11 -, - / zero
- and - can also be absent (Fur. 391f):
 / (-).
 / ,  / ,  / .
Of a different type is / 
Perhaps it concerns palatal ny, ly, which are pronounced very `light'.
5.12. Metathesis, aspiration shift
There are instances of metathesis. It mostly concerns , sometimes .The consonant changes to
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the other side of the vowel or the consonant:
 / , ,  / . Cf.  / .
 / ,  / ,  / .
It is mostly unknown what the original configuration was. (In a case like  / , where
may stand for - or continue - , I would think that the was anticipated. It may concern an
original rʷ.)
The cases of /and /are discussed in 5.5. above.
Aspiration shift is sometimes found:  / ,  / . In the
case of  / the metathesis seems to have occurred late in the history of Greek
(Beekes in Bammeberger-Venneman, Languages in Prehist. Europe).
5.13 Secondary phonetic developments
1. We may assume secondary phonetic developments, either in Greek or perhaps already
in the original language. One might consider:
> : , (Fur. 308)
> : , . For this case cf. 5.7b /.
- > -: ~, ~
> : , 
- > -:  / ,
- > -? -? / .See 5. above. 
-> -:  / ~,  / ; cf. , 

2. > beforefollowing. The a was clearly pronounced a little higher before the u,
which resulted in [a], which was written .
> , > ; *- () > ;
for *()-.


5.14 Other variations.
There are a few instances with - isolated - puzzling variations. I mention justone, the
word for `night', where we have , , , . I think that in some of these
cases the solution may be found in a cluster. E.g. Carian allows an initial cluster kbd-. Such
clusters would have been simplified in Greek. (In IE we have the parallel of Lat. pecten, Gr.
, supposed to continue *pkt-.) If we assume in our example a cluster *kdn-, it may have
been reduced to kn- or, with loss of the first consonant, to dn-. (The process is of course the same
as the reduction - > -, above 5.13.) Such variant simplifications are typical of loan words. In
this way we could connect two of the words; but I see no way to connect the other two.
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6. Variations: vowels
6.1 Single vowels (timbre)
The vowels show many variations. I will discuss them in the following order: first a, then
e and o; and within each of these groups first the short vowel, then the diphthongs, then the long
vowel (and the long diphthongs, but these hardly occur). Note that a variation x/y is not repeated
under y.
1. the vowel .
1a. /has 80 occurrences in Furnee's material (347).
Exx.  / ,  / ,  / ,  / ,
 / ,  / ,  / ,  / 
1b. /. These vary also very often. Fur. 339 mentions that he found 80 instances.
Exx.  / ,  / ,  / ,  / ,
 / ,  / ,  / .
1c. /Fur. 336ff.  / ,  / ,  / .
Thehere indicates the following palat. consonant
1d. /. Fur. 302 n.37.  / ,  / ;  / . In
the last example the is dus to the following labialized l: lw.
1e. / / ~.
1f. /. Fur. 352 A4; 339 A2. Exx.  / ,  / ,  / ~. The
is due to teh following palat. cons.
1g. /. Fur. 353 A5.  / ,  / ;  / .
1h. /, . Fur. 301 n. 32. () / , ~ / ~, ~ / ,
 / ~, ~ /  / .
1i. /Fur. 338.  / ,  / ,  / .
1j. /:() / ~()
2. the vowel .
2a. /see under .
2b. /. Fur. 355ff.  / ,  / ,  / Myc. dipa,  / ,
 / ,  / ,  / ,  / (). The was
not phonemically distinguished fom i, and they were phonetically close.
2c. //. Fur. 354 n. 55.  / () / .
2d. /. Fur. 115.  / 
2e. /see .
2f. /. Fur. 339 A2. () / ,  / .
2g. /see /.
2h. /see .
2i. /. Fur. 358 n. 42.  / ,  / ,  / ,
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 / ();  / .
2j. /. Fur. 171 n. 114. ~ / , ~ / ,  / .
3. the vowel .
3a. /see .
3b. /. Fur. 191 n. 37.  / ,  / ,  / .
3c. /. Fur. 358ff.  / ,  / ,  / -,  /
,  / ,  / , ~ / ~. and were
phonetically very close and phonemically not distinguished (cf. : ).
3d/: Fur. 359 / ~,  / (, ).
3e. /. Fur. 279 / ,  / ,  /
(-),  / -;  / .
3f. /. Fur. 127 ~ / ().
3g. /. Fur. 358 + n. 65.  / (),  / ?
3h. /Fur. 120 n. 29.  / , ~ / .
3i. /. Fur. 133  / , 148  / ,  /
(-).
3j. /. ~ / .
3k. / Fur. 302 n. 35  / ,  / ,  / .
3l. /. / 
4. /. There is some variation between and. I do not know how to interpret this.
Exx. Fur. 364ff.  / ,  / ,  / ,  /
,  / ,  / ~,  / ,  /
.
[Prof. Melchert points out to me that an interchange i/u is sometimes found in Anatolian; as in
kiklu/ipa- 'steel', iqaru/iḫ); see his Anat. Hist. Phon. 178.]
5. /. / 
The behaviour of the diphthongs may be summarized as follows:
- and (vice versa) - 
- ,- 
further - , 
- , , 
All these variations are perfectly understandable in terms of adaptation from a
three-vowel system.
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6.2. Long/short
I doubted whether Pre-Greek had a distinction of long and short vowels (see1). We do
find and, but not often, and the latter has several variants. On the other hand, the variations
/and/are not very frequent (in this case also the difference in timbre may have been
important, depending on the Greek dialect). Variation between long en short andis frequent,
especially in suffixes:  / ,  / , ~ / ,  / ~,
~ / ;  / ,  / . Cf. /
(cf. ), / `deceive'; (-)/ (-). /
.
There is some evidence for short + CC : long + C: ~ / ; / ;
and see B 1 on -, -.
6.3. Single vowel / diphthong
There are several instances where a diphthong varies with a single vowel. They can be found
above (6.1). Most frequent is /, but here we see the effect of a following palat. cons. We
further find /, /, and /and/. In two cases we find diphthong / long vowel: /,
/. Examples were given above.
6.4. Rising diphthongs?
Relatively frequent are sequences of a more closed vowel followed by a more open one,
sequences that are not found in IE. They would be rising diphthongs if they formed one syllable,
but in fact we may have to do with two syllables:
: (-, -)
: , , , , , . Note (-, -).
: 
: , (-), , , , ,
: (), (-)

Remarkable is also the sequende --:
: ~(); ?
6.5. Secondary vowels (or elision)
Sometimes words show a vowel which is absent in near identical forms. It mostly concerns
vowels between a stop and a resonant. It is often not clear whether the vowel is secondary, or its
absence.
Fur. 378-385. Exx.  / , for *- in -,  /
,  / ()(does this stand for *()?),  / ,
 / ,  / ,  /  / ~,  /
.
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C.MORPHOLOGY
1. Reduplication
Some forms seem to have reduplication (often we cannot demonstrate that it is
reduplication). Most frequent is partial reduplication, where only the first consonant + a vowel is
repeated. The vowel is mostly or.
Exx. , (), , , , , , -,
-- / -(cf. --); -(-); ; ();
(-); ?; perhaps , (-, -, -); . Cf.
; , ; here als --? With prenasal. -,
-cf. , ~. Other vowels in: (cf. ~); -; also
~?. Reduplication of a syllable in: (), . More difficult
are: : ~(< *-- : --?), : (< *-- : --?). Also
: (cf. )?; = , also .
A completely different type perhaps in -, cf. ; also ?
2. Suffixes
Introduction
It seems to me that most suffixes have the same structure. They contain a consonant; if this is a
stop, it can be prenasalized, i.e.  - ,  - , etc. The stop, of course, has its usual variants,
//etc., though mostly one of these is dominant. Then the group is preceded by one of the
three vowels of the language, i.e. , , . In this way we find e.g. - - , -  etc.
A different structure have the suffixes with (+ vowel)following a consonant: e.g.
, , , , . In this way the groups , , , will
have arisen. With we find again the three vowels: --, --, --, so this is almost
certainly //-. The well known groups -mn- and -rn- then can be explained in this way as
essential elements of this language. (See also on the suffix --.) These groups are very
important as they are found in Etruscan, which further shows little agreement with our language;
mn is found as far as Cappadocian (Beekes BiOr 2002, 441f.). Did the groups , , also
arise in this way? Also other sounds are found in this position: --, --, --, -- (rarely): ,
, , ; ; ; . (Note , which
seems to continue moliwd-, Beekes).
Probably the character of the consonant can be seen. Thus -- could render -any-, while
aly seems to have resulted in (or -- with colouring). Thus could come from ary, air
becoming eir. A nice confirmation could be, if this represents arʷ (cf. beside
, if this form had *arʷ-). Cf. B 1.
Another type of suffix has followed by a dental: (-), or
another stop , , ; these forms may have been partly adapted to
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Greek suffixes (-). See below on the suffix --.
A form like -- is deviating; we do not often find a diphthong before the consonant.
Does it stand for *-aut- from -atʷ? Cf. -aiu- in , where we may suspect ayʷ or awy(but it
may be part of the root). See on B 1.
Not seldom we find long and short vowel with a suffix (= consonant), e.g. - , . In the case of one might think again of ur' > uir, though ry is a rare phoneme (like my).
SURVEY of the suffixes
In principle we find the three vowels + a consonant, and a (pre)nasalized consonant:
, , + P, T, K
+ nas + P, T, K
The groups actually found are in Greek letters (in brackets rare/less often):
1. 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
aNP

() 

iNP

uNP
() ()
So we do not find 1. VNand 3. VN; 7. VN9. VN.[?]

In the same way we find vowel + C. The consonant may have the normal variation: plain,
voiced, aspirated which did not make opposition in Pre-Greek. A palatalized cons. would colour
e preceding (and a following) /a/ to [], which may also appear as , with an i indicating the
transition to the consonant; such an i is often seen in languages with palatalized consonants, like
Russian en Irish. So we find -ary- as --; also -- is possible (the transition to not being
indicated). A palatalized l (ly) may be rendered as geminate, .

If a labialized consonnt followed (or preceded) an , thismay have been heard as [].
Thus -arw- may be represented as --, with anticipation of the labial element, or as --,
when the was also coloured.
The consonant may be geminated; as there is frequent variation between single and
geminated, the may have been no opposition.
Vowels may have been short or long; in suffixes a long vowel was quite frequent.A long
u may have been represented as ; it is difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate
this.

The Material
The examples are mostly taken from Furnee, to whom I refer for details. Words can also be
checked in GED. In brackets variants are given. I added geographical names (GN) from Fick,
Vorgr. Ortsnamen (+ more material, w. ref. to pages).
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1. -- (Fur. 107)
, (), , , /, ,
, , (), , .
GN (Rhodes 47), (Caria)

,

2. --; cf. Cha. Form. 397ff.; ; 
3. -.
3a -
4 -; ; 5. -, , -
GN (Epidauros)
6. --/-()- (See also 6b.)
There are words in -/-(), like /(or ~)/(note the
hesitation in the accentuation). Frisk notes "die Bildung hat kein naheres Gegenstuck." I suggest
that the suffix was -ay-(a), which was pronounced [-ay-a, -ey-a] (we saw that often varies with
); the suffix was identified with Gr. or (before vowel), but the -y- could also be lost; in
this way the three variant forms can be explained. Further we have /();
(H. is prob. an error); /[note the short ]
(/)are not clear to me; but cf. /).

I wonder whether this can give the solution for ~ (<)/~: from*gaya the i was
retained or lost (as in -above), which gave ga. (The i-less rendering, which gave -aa- > -a,
being as old as the rendering ~; this means that the a became Attic, not as in the result of
later contractions Another question that might be solved in this way is Athena's name .
I always found this form, supposedly derived from the adjective, rather strange, as well as the
coexistence with (Homer uses both forms). The last form is often explained as a
development from the form in -,according to an Ionic-Attic rule > ; however, this rule is
unclear: "Aucune explication satisfaisante n'a ete donne jusqqu'ici de ces faits." Lejeune,
Phonet. 1972, 247. And it is impossible, as the rule, supposed to be Ionic-Attic, i.e. post-
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Mycenaean, as Mycenaean already has At(h)ana (potnia) [the interpretation as gen. Athanas is to
be rejected]. Note that  is also already found in Mycenaean (in the Thebes tablets, Ma Ka). [I
hesitate to add ~ - ~, as one generally considers ~ as primary.]
Ifurther think that this *ay-a is the same suffix as -which makes feminine names,
, , . Ruijgh also assumed that this suffix was Pre-Greek (Etudes
$ 212 [Prof. Ruijgh wrote me however that he abandoned this view.]). (Note that in Myc.
Ipemedeja the -j- is preserved; cf. Ruijgh, El. Ach. 155 n.3.) - There are of course many place
names in -: , , , , , etc.
Often the final was adapted to -(with long ) after the dominant type, derived from
the adjective in -~(Chantr. Form. 91, type ; [Chantr. speaks of "Le suffixe fem. ia" but that has a short ]); cf. , , ,
We also find -used in nouns: , , , ...
Nouns with -- are very rare; we find: , , , , (?),
. Further it may be found in < *-kay-an- (there was probably no /e/, and the
hiatus is also remarkable; note the forms , -).

Beside -, we may expect --/; we find it e.g. in , ,
~; ~, (*reconstr. by Fur. 169), ... (See also 7.)
/--/-; ; //; 
7. -()-- (Fur. 233 n. 22, 255 n. 32. Partly from--; it is often impossible to establish
whether a form had a or not.) See also6.
~, , ~, , , (Myc. era3/rawo), ,
~, ; .
GN (58)
8. -GN (Thess.)
9. -GN (Thess.), ~(Arc. deme), ~(Thess. deme), ~(Arc.
deme)
10. -- (Fur. 171 n. 117)
/,, ,  (--), , , ,
, . , .
11. -- represents -ary-with palatal. r
(-, -, -).
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12. -- (Fur. 158 n. 64)
, , , , /~/~, (~), -, -, , , , .
GN , -(Lac.)
13. -()- (Fur. 254 n. 28), Beekes FS Kortlandt
Exx. , (), , , () (-), .
[Prof. Melchert suggests that these words may have been taken from IE Anat. languages, where
-alla- is very productive. I think that it was PrGr-Anat., as it is frequent in Greek; cf. on
in the introduction.]
GN (Phoc. source), , (Arc.),
14. -- (Fur. 184)
, ,, , 
15. -
GN (Crete),
15. -
GN
()(Kos),
(Kydon.)

,

(Lydia),(M

16. -GN (R Crete, Elis), (R Thess.),
A(18), (Kos, Ikaria),

(R), (Crete),

17. -
18. -.
19. -
GN (51), ()(Pamph.), ()(53), ,
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Kydon.),

20. -/- (Fur. 191 n. 35; 216 n. 71. -- unless otherwise stated)
, (), (but -), , /,
, /-, /-, /-, , 
GN (Chios), -, (Eub.), '/- (Arc.)
21. -

22. ---; cf. --, --,
, , (),
GN (Crete), (Crete),
23. -- (Fur. 235 n. 31)
, , 
GN -(Crete 24)
24. - (Fur. 134 n. 75: mostly neuters)
, , , , ~; (?); adj. ; anim. , (gen. -;
Myc. dama / duma).
25. -- (Fur. 257 n. 36)
, , , , , , , ,
, . Also ?
GN
(Crete, Lycia), (Lycia), (lycia), (75),
(Crete), (Caria)
26. -- (Fur. 157 n. 57)
, ,(), 
GN
(Crete),
(Crete),
(Mess.),
(Thess.)
27. -GN(Crete), (Crete), (32)
28. -, ,
GN (Crete), (Crete 27),
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(Thess.),

29. -- this may continue -arw()~, ~, (), , , (-), ,
();
GN '
30. -, , 

30a --
, 
31. --
(adv.).
32. -- (cf. on--)
, 

33. -GN , . (?)

34. --see --.
35. -- may continue -ery-, -ary-
, , (); 
36. -- (Cf. the next)
Exx. , , , , (), , , ,
(), ?
37. -- (Cf. 27 --)
, , , , 
38. -- (Fur. 151 n. 42)
(), (), ()(or IE?), 
39. -- (Fur. 151 n. 44)
-, 
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GN (95)

40. --I wonder whether ny could give )
. Cf. .
Cf. Lat., from Etruscan, (doss-)ennus, Porsenna.
41. --
, (-), 
GN (Crete)
42. -- (Fur. 115 n. 4)
, , , , ?
GN (Att.), (Lac.), ,
42a. -- as in nom. -
; several PN's: (), 
43. -- see --.
44. -- (Fur. 173; 181 n. 7)
, 
45. -
GN , , all in Lydia.
46. -GN , (67), (Pagas.), (M Chalkis), (M
68), , -- (Att.). Cf. --.
47. --, -- (Fur. 199; 245 n. 70)
, , , , ,, , ;  / 
48. -- (Fur. 115 n. 5)
, , , , , , , ,
, , , , 
GN -(Kos), `(Caria)
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49. -Fur. 172 n. 118)
, , , (), (), , , (-),
, , , , 
GN (Crete ++31, 63), , '(Crete)
50. -
51. -
; ?
GN (Crete), 
52. -- (Fur. 204 n. 10)
, , , , (-), ;


, ,

53. -()- Cf. --.
GN (M Paros), (Boe. +80); '(Att.), `(Att. +85)
54. -- (Fur. 172 n. 118)
(), , , , , , (Myc. tepa). Here also:
()(-, -)?
GN M(71), , -(Caria)
55. -- see -56. -GN (Eub.), (Thrac.)
57. -- 
See Cha. Form. 368; cf. -.
, , , ,
58. -, ; GN R.
On-Fur. 303 n. 39: (), , . Cf. on --.
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59. --, -
60. --, - `bladder'
61. --, --, -, , , (--, --), ~-, , .

62. --; cf. -- (Fur. 324 n. 7)
, , , , 
63. --
This will be a combination of two suffixes. Cf. on --.
(cf. , --)
64. --, -- (cf. --)
--, (short), , , , , , .
65. --; cf. -- (Fur. 226 n. 102)
, , , (), (later long ), , 
65a -
66. --, -- (indicated)
, `arom. plant', -`medlar',,
()(--= , `ball, whirlwind'
GN (Kos)

`bread-spoon',

67. --
, , , , ,
68. -- (Fur. 246 n. 71)
(), , 

69. -`plant', , (), , , , ,
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GN (Lemn.), (Cycl.), '(Elis)
70. -, , , , ~, ; GN 71. --; cf. -- and --, --.
-, -, ; cf. ;
GN (R), (Caria), (Rhod. +46)
72. --; cf. --.
, , , , , 
GN (Eub.), (+74), (?)
72a -, , ,
72a -GN 
73. -(-), 
GN , , (-= -25, 61), (Crete)
73a -, , , (varr.),
74. --; cf. --, -- (Fur. 163)
, (), 
GN (Crete)
75. --; cf. -
76. -- (Probably a combination of -- with a preceding consonant; see on--)
, ,, , 
77. -GN (Caria), 
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78. -- (Fur. 132 n. 65.) Sometimes a preceding velar becomes aspirated
, -, , , , , , , ,
/, ; .
GN (Cycl.)
79 -- (cf.)
(),
80. -- (Fur. 107; often there is a variant with --)
(), ~, -(-), , , ,
GN (Thess.), (Corc.), (Phoc.)
81. -- (See also on word end)
(-), 

82. --, --
GN `(Chios), (Lydia), '-(Lydia), ?
83. --
(-) ?
84. -- may contine -arw-
, ,  (-, -), , , , ,
, ,
GN (Arc., the oldest town of all; +93)
85. -()-Fur. 197 n. 55)
(-), ()(), , ; GN ', ,
~(M Fur. 197), .
86. -- (his may rather be a suffix -- after a stem)
, 
87. -- (this suffix will have consisted of on phoneme, so py?
, (), 
88. -- (Fur. 124 n. 37; 215 n. 62)
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, , , , ; (Lyc. ida~kre?).
Compare also on --, -- and --.
89. -(, )
90. -GN (Caria)
91. -- (Fur. 48 n. 126; 215 n. 62)
(), , , (-), ,
We find variants without the --: : , : ~, :
, : .
So probably the cluster arose through the addition of the suffix --. ote that -rn- is found in
Etruscan and already in Cappadocian; Fur. 48 n. 126. See also on (single) --.
GN (Crete), '(Kos); ; `(Aet.)
92. -(, )
93. -- (Fur. 254 n. 27. In several cases this seems not a suffix but the end of a root; cf. --,
--, --)
, (), , ~, ~, 
GN (Crete), ()(Crete), '(Crete)
94. -,, 
95. -, - (cf. Myc. temitija / timitija [Ruijgh]), , ;
GN , (Crete), , '(R Thess.)
96. --; cf. --. [??]
, (-), (-), , , (),

[Prof. Melchert writes me that he thinks that the suffix may be Luwian (-as-tar-ra/i-), as in
, where is of Luwian origin; see Melchert in FS Manaster Ramer.]
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97. --
, , 
98. -- (see 5.5 on /)
, ; 
99. -, , (), , , (), (--),
; cf. 
100. -, (), ~-, 
101. --, , , , ,
102. -
GN (Kos)
103. -- with long and/or short u
(), (short )
104. --
, ; 
GN (18, 24), (Crete, also 18, 24)
105. -, , -
GN ~(Locris), (Lac.)
106. -~, ~, -, (), ,
107. -- (Fur. 205 n. 14)
, , ,
(-).

,
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,

,

(-),

108. -(); (-),
GN (Mess.)
108a -
109. -, , -
GN (? 33),  (Crete), (Kos)
110. -, 
111. -- (Fur. 243 n. 66 on -umn- in Etruscan and Cappadocian)
, (), 
GN `/(Crete), (Lesb. +28), (Locr.)
112. --. See also on --.
, (cf. --), 
GN (Crete)
112a -, 
See on --.
113. --; cf. -/
GN -(Rhodes), (Caria)
114. -/, , ; /,
GN , (+88), 
115.[--]
116. -GN '(Athos)
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117. -(older ), , , .
118. -,
(-),
,
-,
,
,
,-, , 
GN (Crete). (Bith. ++18), (+30), (Thrac.), (Boe.),
N(Kos)
119. -,  ( -), (-), , , , ,
120. --; on -see -

121. -, 
GN (Crete), (Crete)
121a -,
122. -()
GN -(Lemn.)
123. -, , , (), ~
124. -- (on---Cha. Form. 263)
(), (-), , 

125. -GN -(Att. +70)
126. -?, , [(-, -)], 
GN (Cycl.)
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127. -
128. -- (Fur. 303 n. 39)
, , , , 
129. --; a variant is --; cf. ,
-, , (~), ,
GN /(Crete), (Epir.)
130. -- (Fur. 211 n. 50)
, , , (), 
GN (Chalc. +22), (Crete), (M Samos)
131. -see -()
GN (Eub.), (Caria +26)
132. -- (Fur. 283 n. 83; 384 n. 132)
, , -, , , , 
GN -
Add. -(Cha. Form. 205),
3. Word end
Word end is interesting as some original finals of the Pre-Greek language may have been
preserved. Of course, Greek endings must be removed, notably -, -. Thus -, -may
often continue original -, -. (Cf. Myc. dunijo beside duni.) The words in -have almost
displaced those in -(- etc.).
1. in vowel
1a. -. A short -can in Greek only result from *-ya < *-ih2; in other cases we may have to do
with an original, Pre-Greek short -a. (It is often difficult to see whether an -is short or long; the
material must be further studied.)
Exx. , , , ?, , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , ~, (-), etc. Note forms in -:
,...and -. Note , .
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1b. -. IE words (i.e. neuters) in -are very rare in Greek.
Exx. , , ~/in , (), . We can safely assume, I think,
that words in -, -originally ended in -, -.
-is also frequent. Note that this situation is only to be expected if the language had only the
vowels a, i, u.
1c. -. , , ~, ... See the foregoing on -.
-is also found several times: , , , , , (), -,
, , , .
1d. -. Though the ending may also be an IE heritage, in many words the ending is clearly of
Pre-Greek origin.
(Myc. qasireu); '().
1e. -. , , , ,  ...
The suffix makes fem. names in -:
,. Words in -are masculine: (), ; , .
2. -in -
2a. in -
()?, , , , , , ~, 
2b. -
Exx. [is Lac. < -]
2c. -
Exx. , , ,  (), .
2d. -
Exx. , (Dor.) ,

2e. -
Exx. , , , 
3. Several words end (in the nom.) in -or -.
3a. -, stem in --,is found quite often:
-: , , , , , , , ~. has a
stem in --.
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-: , , ,
-: , ,
-: , , , , ,
-: , ,
-: ,
-: , ; , .
Note acc. ; and acc. .
3b. -have:
, ~, , , , , , , . Monosyll.:
.
4. in -: (Kuiper 217)
, ; .
, , -,

5. Several words end in -(-stems ):
, , (?), , , , ~, (~),
~, , , ~; , ().
With a stem in --: (), (--) etc.; see on the suffix.
With stem in -: , , ; see on the suffix.
D. THE UNITY OF PRE-GREEK
I think that the material itself shows that we have largely to do with one language, or a
group of closely related dialects or languages. Of course, we cannot in every case demonstrate
that the words that are non-Greek belong to this same language. And it is a priori probable that
there are loanswords from other sources, but the bulk of the known non-Greek words seems to fit
the general picture we have of `Pre-Greek', the Pre-Greek substratum. E.g.  /
shows not only the element /, well-known from geographical names, but also the
suffix -- with prenasalization.  /  also shows the /, but has
a suffix that is also typical for this language. The word beside (-) has
again the suffix /but also the.  / has both the typical (prenasalized) suffix
-- and variation /. In  / we have the `mobile s-' and the well known
suffix, while , -has the unprenasalized variant, and has another
Pre-Greek suffix. In () / ()we have prothetic vowel and
prenasalalization combined. 
Other languages may well have existed in the area. Thus it is not certain that
Hieroglyphic Minoan expresses the same language as Linear A. Further, Eteocretan has not yet
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been connected with other elements and seems isolated.
Another matter is that (non-Indo-European) loan-words from old Europe may have
entered Greece cf. Beekes, 125 Jahre Idg., 2000, 21-31. And these may have been adopted
already in Pre-Greek, as is suggested by . Still another category are Anatolian (?)
loanwords that entered Greek, and sometimes also other IE languages very early, like .
However, I think that it is methodologically better to start from the assumption that
non-Greek words are Pre-Greek; and we have now a set of criteria to confirm this. Only when
there is reason to assume that they have a different origin we should accept this possibility.
E. NON-INDO-EUROPEAN
Our knowledge of Indo-European has grown so much, especially in the last thirty years
with notably the growth of the laryngeal theory, that we can in some cases say that an IndoEuropean reconstruction is impossible. A good example is the word . To explain the -aof this word we need to introduce a `second laryngeal' (h2). However, a preform *gnh2dh- would
have given Gr. *- with a long a. One might think that assuming *h2e would remedy the
problem, but *gnh2edh- would give *-, so we would have again a problem. The conclusion
is that no Indo-European proto-form can be reconstructed, and that the word cannot be IndoEuropean. There is no problem in assuming a Pre-Greek word (though the word has no typical
characteristics of Pre-Greek). - Another example is the word `overhanging bank', for
which a connection with `hang (up)' seemed evident. However, we now know that
long vowels cannot be postulated at random, and here it is simply impossible: there is no
formation type that would allow a long vowel. The objection is confirmed by the fact that there is
no trace of the expected < *h2 (as in < *kremh2-). Positively one can say that
features of the landscape are often loanwords from a substratum. The inevitable conclusion is
that the word is Pre-Greek.
The more we know about Indo-European, the less is possible. As our reconstructions
become more and more precise, they have to conform to all the rules we have established by
now. This holds for all etymological work: in a way, then, it becomes more difficult. This also
regards Pre-Greek, as indicated: for some forms an Indo-European origin is no longer possible.
F. Geographical names
One question that rises when one adduces geographical names is to how far to the east
such names can be found. I have simply followed Fick. I noted that his names go as far as
Cilicia. I noted the following sites in Cilicia mentioned by him:
9 
24 ~
32 
37 
43

43 , , (?)
47 , 
59 
64 
70 
72 (), ,
74 
77 
79 
84 
Thus one might conclude that this (group of) languages reaches as far as the eatern border of
Cilicia.


The Nouns in -.
Perpillou(1973, 30-34) tried to refute that the suffix -- was a loan from Pre-Greek. I
think that his view is wrong. P. discusses Bosshardt's interpretationn (1942). [E. B., Die Nomina
auf -. ] He assumes that the suffix had the form -au-. But there is no confirmation for this
form. (P. rightly points out that the notation for Hermes in Mycenaean, emaa2 = hermahas, does
not show an element -au-.) Old words like , , ,  can hardly be
derived from . I see no problem. These words indicate professions, functions, etc. like
the professions of officials, and these words can well be accepted in this group (though of course
is not realy a profession, but it indicates that somebody does this kind of thing, as
opposed to others). [who is characterized by...]
P. then states that proper names, like those of Achilles or Odysseus can as well be
interpreted as pre-hellenic names that have been hellenised with the suffix -. I object to "as
well" ("aussi bien"); it is clear that this is one step further away: that the suffix could be used in
this way is only a suggestion that is not proven; it is much simpler and much more natural to take
these names a Pre-Greek names and no more; other, further interpretation is quite uncertain.
He adds that such an anthroponym cannot be used as basis for an hypothesis, just like
. But I do not use it for a hypothesis (as P. does saying that it is a hellenising form), but
I only observe that the word is Pre-Greek (as P. admits). The same is true of : I just
obeserve that there is no IE etymology and that it is probably a Pre-Greek word. Thus both the
names and the word show that the suffix is probably an element of the Pre-Greek
language, which was incorporated in Greek.
I conclude that P.'s refutation of the view that -- is a loan from Pre-Greek has failed.
(I may add that the theory of the hellenization by the suffix would lead to nonsense if one
applies it to the word . - But note that P. did not say so.)
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